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Analyticity and Borel summability of the 03C64 models.
I. The dimension d = 1

Claude BILLIONNET and Pierre RENOUARD

Centre de physique theorique,
C.N.R.S., U.P.R. 14, Ecole Poly technique,

91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France.

Ann. Inst. Henri Poincaré,

Vol. 59, n° 2, 1993, Physique théorique

ABSTRACT. - We prove that the Schwinger functions of the ~4 models,
in dimension d = 1, are analytic functions of the coupling constant in a

common domain which extends to |Arg03BB|303C0 2, and in which each of
them is the Borel sum of its Taylor series at A = 0; these series are uniformly
Borel summable of level 1 in all directions except that of negative real
numbers.

RESUME. 2014 on démontre que les fonctions de Schwinger des modeles ~4,
en dimension d==l, sont des fonctions analytiques de la constante de

couplage dans un domaine commun d’ouverture angulaire 

dans lequel elles sont la somme de Borel de leurs series de Taylor en
~=0; ces series sont uniformement Borel-sommables de niveau 1 dans
toutes les directions, sauf celle des reels negatifs.
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142 C. BILLIONNET AND P. RENOUARD

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we begin a study of the analyticity properties in the
coupling constant X of the ~4 models, in the region Re À  0.

In dimension d~3, the aim is to show that the domain in which the
Schwinger functions are given by the Borel sum of their Taylor’s series
has an angular extension as large as one can expect, namely that it covers
all directions up to I Arg À I  3 7i:/2 (the functions being of course 2-valued
if an example of Stokes phenomenon).
A (far) more ambitious project will be an approach of the four dimen-

sional problem, since the procedure allows to reach the region of

asymptotic freedom, the only one where one can expect the existence of
the (euclidean) theory; [moreover, an argument by Khuri [8], strongly
suggests that the functions may be real for ~0, whereas the cut-off
approximations are not].

It is quite easy to obtain representations of the cut-off functions as
integrals over an auxiliary field, which lead to a domain of analyticity in
the region I Arg À I  1t, [ 1 ]; to go further, the idea is to start with discretized
approximations given by finite dimensional integrals, and then to make a
change of integration path, multiplying the (gaussian) variables by some
complex number, which allows an analytic continuation in 7~.

As the complex measures obtained that way have no limit as the number
of variables goes to infinity, one needs to remove the discretization by
technics like "phase-space expansions".
As a first result, we show in the simplest case of dimension d =1, that

this procedure works. We deal with fields with an arbitrary number N
of components, that is with the N-dimensional anharmonic oscillator

described (for 03BB ~ 0), by the Schrödinger operator

in RN. In this case, we prove that all Schwinger functions are analytic,
and the Borel summability of level 1 holds, in some common domain
which, for any 11 &#x3E; 0, includes a sector of the form

An almost similar result is known [12] for the eigenvalues of the Hamil-
tonian : they have "the same" property in domains of the same shape; but
these domains are not uniform with respect to the order of the eigenvalue,
and it is not known if (and, as suggested by numerical analysis, it is

probably false that) there is some common domaine extending to

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique



143ANALYTICITY AND BOREL SUMMABILITY OF THE 03C64 MODELS

in which this holds simultaneously for all eigenvalues
(see [ 17]).

In fact the relation between the singularities of the Schwinger functions
and those of the eigenvalues is quite unclear, except the fact that (at least
in the scalar case) the vacuum energy Eo (À) is analytic where the Schwinger
functions are, (since it can be expressed as a linear combination of equal-

time Schwinger functions: ifH= 2014- 2014+V(M), then2 du

where ~o is the ground state and ~o the field at time 0). Nevertheless the
present result is not a consequence of [12].

Technically, the main problem, (the only serious one in dimension d =1 ),
is to control the factorials which arise in the estimations of the terms of
the expansion; usually this is done by some "domination of the low
momentum fields by the interaction term" (see for example [9]), which
improves the gaussian estimates; in the present case no such thing seems
to exist (and in fact has not to be expected, since the coupling constant
has the "wrong" sign), and the suitable bounds come from some mutual
"quasi independence" of the field variables located in phase-space cells.
The discrete approximations and their analytic continuation are introdu-

ced in section 1, we prove the existence and the properties of the non
normalized Schwinger functions in a finite volume in sections 2 and 3, the
infinite volume limit is studied in sections 4 and 5, (this presentation
introduces some repetitions, but a more condensed one would have been
too confuse). The appendices recall, in a model-independent form, the
main features of the expansions.

1. THE FINITE DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATION
AND ITS ANALYTIC CONTINUATION

1.0. One starts with the standard situation of a phase-space analysis,
one introduces the following notations: for reN, let f!)r be the set

{[~2~1o,(~+l)2~1o];~eZ} of segments of length 2~1o, in R; let
00 m r r

~= f!) + = U ~ ~= ~ + - U ~.; for 0 E ~, I 4 I is the
r=0 r=l s=0 s=1

length of A, (L~A~=2’’lo, 0 A is the middle of A; and, if

(r~ 1), A is the unique element of ~r _ 1 such that 4 E Li; if A c R is
a finite union of segments in f!) 0’ one sets Ar = ~ d E ~; A c A }, and defines
in an obvious way A, A + , Ar, A’+,(reN). 

Vol. 59, n° 2-1993.



144 C. BILLIONNET AND P. RENOUARD

Now let ~ : = ~ (R, R) be the space of real tempered distributions
over R, 03BD ~ M1 (y’) the gaussian measure defined by

and 03A6 the process indexed by the Sobolev space :Yf - 1 : = H-1 (R, R) such
that, for is the class (mod. v) of the function

~m 1~2 _ f’ ~, with ~m : _ ( - D2 + m2), for some given 
For each integer N &#x3E; 0 one sets ~N = (!/’)N, vN = = I&#x3E;@N; and

l&#x3E;k!) is the j-th component of 

1.1. For being the Dirac measure boe, for reN, one
sets

(where 1 e is the indicatrix function of A), l&#x3E;N, r = I&#x3E;~N, and

The Schwinger functions S~(/) are then obtained from (2):

and

(~) The Schwinger functions are in principle defined for functions f~; k. E!/; but, on the
one hand, in the particular case of the dimension d =1, the Dirac measures belong to 1

and one can choose f = 8x.; and, on the other hand it will be useful to require that each
function has its support in some segment in ~o (any function in ~ is a sum,
convergent in of functions having this property; this allows to "reconstruct" the

Schwinger functions for E ~).
(2) The existence of these limits is known, it is also a consequence of the proofs below.

Independently of this construction, the functions Sn. I.’ (À- ~ 0), are characterized as the
moments of the stationary Markov process with transition semigroup generated by the

Schrodinger operator - - Du + m 2 2 + 03BB |u|4 in RN.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique



145ANALYTICITY AND BOREL SUMMABILITY OF THE +4 MODELS

1. 2. One substitutes in (1 . 1 . 4), with X = p2/8, (p &#x3E;_ 0), the identity

one obtains (from Fubini’s theorem),

then, if (for almost all 7 E ff’), A,  (o) is the real, self-adjoint operator
of finite rank over L2 (R) defined by

and denoted by

one obtains, by integrating over the in ( 1 . 2 . 2):

where f!}J 2 ( . ) is the set of partitions in pairs of a set (3), /?+ }.

1.3. First, the right hand side of (1.2.5) is well defined for

~ Arg p  ~, 2 and defines an a analytic function of p, [again denoted by
ZN, (p); A, r (/)], so that (1. 2 . 5) is now valid as soon as Arg p  ~

(~) One supposes each j is even, otherwise the corresponding sum (and the whole func-
tion), vanishes.

Vol. 59, n° 2-1993.



146 C. BILLIONNET AND P. RENOUARD

indeed, if one introduces the by

SA (cr) = B A B -1/2  cr, one transforms the right hand side of ( 1 . 2 . 5)

into an integral over the finite dimensional space Rr, 
with respect to the

gaussian measure s* v, namely: 
r F @ n ds0394 203C0). An elemen-

tary estimate of F shows that

is well defined for u E C* such that I Arg u 1  03C0 0394 and |Arg u p I  03C0 2; then Z
4 2

is a constant function, because it is holomorphic 
and constant over R) ;

last, (for I Arg p I 03C0 2), the right hand side of (1 . 2. 5) equals Z (1) and
2

that of (1.3.1) equals Z 03B1 Re.03B12).
Now, one continues analytically ZN, (p); ( f) for B Arg p B  4 " b y ( 1 . 3 . 1 )

where cr satisfies B Arg cr B  - and is chosen so that I Arg crp I  - (4).
4 

2

The rest of this paper is devoted to show 
the existence, and the properties

of Borel summability, of the limits, with respect 
to r and A, which provides

analytic continuations of (1. 1 .5) 
and (1 . 1 .7).

(4) That is one forgets the useless 
condition B Arg p I  xj2.

Moreover one remarks that any Po 
such that B Arg Po 1 3 xj4 has a neighbourhood 

f

such that one can choose tr independently of p 
E 1/.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique 
théorique
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2. CONTINUATION OF THE NON NORMALIZED

SCHWINGER FUNCTIONS ZN, À; A Cf’~

2 . 0. To show the existence of the limits as r - 00 of the functions

defined by ( 1. 3 .1 ), one introduces auxiliary variables as follows:
one sets ~ :=[0, 1]~B (r &#x3E;_ 1), and J ~ : - U Yg c [0, (5);

r&#x3E;_ 1

for one denotes by the family defined by

then 4 W is a family of pairwise disjoint segments whose union covers A.

Now, one defines the vectors B)/~ R), (~ E ~), by

(where, conventionnaly, for ~eo = o, _ so that = Q~~,

03940 = 1 2 03C803940); and for one denotes by the real

selfadjoint operator over L2 (R) :

(with, for Llo E !00, teo =1, by convention).
Last, one defines ZN, (p); I ( f’) substituting At (a) to (0’) and A W to

Ar (6) in ( 1. 3 . 1 ), namely: 
-

(5) See note (38).
(6) For one can make or not the substitution of to A,, without changing the

value of the integral; one uses both forms, as necessary.

Vol. 59, n° 2-1993.
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(so that (/) is the value of ZN, ~p~; t ( f) for t= 

2 .1. One now wants to show that one can apply the theorem (A . 0)(~)
to the function t H 

One gives first a suitable expression of the successive derivatives

( n D1A)ZN,(p);t(J), (where D0394 = ~ ~t0394) under the hypothesis that

and t ~ J  satisfies
~ 

~=0 and to =1, if A contains strictly an element of A (0. (2 .1.1)

First, one notes that

satisfies

[indeed

Next, given a family of real functions gjEL2(R, R), one
sets

where (g) is the set of partition in pairs of the family g, [the choice of
p _ , p + in the pair ~={~_,/?+} is irrelevant, according to (2 .1 . 3)]; then,
from (2 .1.1 ) and (2 . 0 . 5), if g~ is the family {g, ~}, one has (8).

Do (Sg @ 0’) Det. R~ (cr)1/2)

(~) See appendix A.
(8) One supposes that the functions do not depend 

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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But (J~N), one can write (2 . 0 . 6) in the
new form 

~ ~ ~ 

so one computes the successive derivatives of ZN, (p); . f f’) (by derivation
under the integral sign), using Leibniz formula, by repeated use of (2 . 1 . 5),
starting with the S, ’s.
Given a family of functions g and one denotes by gq the

family containing g and, for each ð. E A+, qo functions equal to W A and qa
functions equal to then

Now, after the derivations have been done and t fixed to its definitive
value, Rt ( 0’) depends on o only through the variables {  0’, 1 A &#x3E; tt&#x3E;&#x3E;
because then - -

it is therefore possible to "suppress" the multiplication by 
~ 

on

Re.03B12
the variables orthogonal to the ( ( ~, ct~ ’s, this leads to substitute

Vol. 59, n° 2-1993.
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(where A e A (Y) and  ~ A) (9), and A (Yt to A, in (2 .1 . 7), it gives

One now wants to derive from (2 .1. 9) a first estimate (1°) of these

derivatives.

2. 2. The estimation of the terms (t a) in the right hand side of

(2 ’. 1 . 9) mainly relies on the inequalities (2. 2 . 1) and (2. 2 . 2) below.
LEMMA. - Let H be an Hilbert space, and, for each integer i, (1 _ i _ k),

k

uiEH and niEN+, one sets n = ~ n~, and denotes by v the symmetric
i= 1

tensor product, then, for any ç &#x3E; 0, (1 ~ i - k), one has

Proof - Let A~ (l~~A;), be a set with ~ elements, A= U A~ their
t=i

disjoint union, and B (A) the set of permutations of A, one has

(9) With the hypothesis (2 .1.1 ) each A which occurs in (2 .1. 7) - that is such

that ~~02014is included in a (unique) element A 
(lo) See (2.8.1), (2.8.3); the useful estimate will be a geometric mean of (2. 8.3) and of

an other one, (2.9.10), obtained after an integration by parts in (2. 1. 7).

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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(i) because 03A0 1 01;;.) = 1, by inspection)..

One deduces the

COROLLARY. - For 1 _ i  k, u~ E H, ni E N + and the sets A~ are as in the
lemma; one supposes n is even; on the other hand let R E L (H) be an
operator such that then if2(A) is the set

k

of partitions in pairs of A = U A~, one has
i= 1

one has II 1 
Now let ~ be the set of parts of A with n/2 elements, and for J E ~ let

f!I (J, J’) be the set of bijections from J to its complement J’ = ABJ, one
has

where ~ (J) = J I, ,
[so that ~ (J) + ~, (J’) and (~, (J)!). (~ (J~)!) ~ ~,! ],

one deduces (2.2.2) from (2.2.1) and the Schwarz inequality, because

2.3. The following lemma gives an improved estimate, which will be
useful to control the "adiabatic" limit (A - R).

Vol. 59, n° 2-1993.
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LEMMA. - Suppose the family ( 1 - j _ nj, is such that some
distributions have their support included in some segment in

for each one sets supp. and

no = 1 Jå ~; J’ is the set of the indices for which the property is not assumed,
and n = I J’ I, then

Proof - Let (EV’) the gaussian measure of mean 0 and covari-
ance Em 1 and, for k E N, let J.1m» the orthogonal projection
onto the "k-particles space" ~ k ( 11 ), one has

therefore

on has

((i) from Hölder’s inequality, from Nelson’s "hypercontractivity"
inequality [10]).

(i l) Otherwise stated, the "k-th Wiener’s chaos".

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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[i) from Hölder’s inequality, from Nelson’s "hypercontractivity"
inequality]..
On deduces the

COROLLARY. - With the hypothesis of the lemma, and (R») an
operator such that (cp~, R tp Jj = (Q&#x3E; j’ R ( 1 _ i, ~ _ n), one has

proof is similar to that of corollary (2 . 2).]

2.4. Now, one shows the main estimate:

LEMMA. - One supposes that q ~ Q and t ~ J  satisfy (2 . 1. 1 ), then
each term Sqj (t cr) in the formula (2 . 1 . 9) is bounded by

J

where

Proof - First, from (2.0.2), (2.0.3), (2 . 0 . 4), with so that

Vol. 59, n° 2-1993.
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then, from (2.0.3), if p E L2 is such that Em 1 ~2 p has a bounded variation,

but

therefore, if one sets

one has, with

Now, let V cljj be the set of vectors cpi of the form either f, (. f’E f),
or ~o, (A E A + ) ( 12), one notes V’ from (2 . 1 4) and (2. 4 . 7), one
has

One bounds the factors under the sign sum: the first one by (2. 3. 2), the
third by (2. 2. 2), and the second by (2 . 2 .1 ) and (2 . 3 .1 ), because

Then, using (2.4. 3) to (2. 4. 8), the inequality

e2) Plus, if is odd, one arbitrary vector of qj of the form so that (also |V’|),
is even. 

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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(because Ai (0’) is self adjoint), and I + 1, I V’ I _ 1 qj I, it becomes

where If, is the number of elements of lj, (~), which
belong to X, VBX; then (2 . 4 .1 ) follows easily..
One deduces elementarily the

COROLLARY. - With the hypothesis of the lemma above, one has

2.5. Now one estimates the factor Det. of (2.1.9):
LEMMA. - If t E satisfies the condition (2 . .1 .1 ), one has

[where the length of A and I ó (D | is the number of elements of A (D].
Proof. - If according to [13], one has

I Det. R I __ e~~ TRA _ R n . n A where II . is the trace norm.
Now, if t ~ J  satisfies (2.1.1),

so that, from (2. 4. 2),

Vol. 59, n° 2-1993.
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thus, from (2.4.10),

because the variables  (j, Iii )’s are independent, then from

one has

and (2 . 5 . I ) follows since

2.6. One will use repeatedly the following elementary inequality:

LEMMA. - Let (r _&#x3E;- o), and a family of integer (almost
all vanishing); with n : = ¿ na, one has

thus

on the other hand, if is the length of a segment in 

and (2.6.1) follows from (2.6.2) and (2.6. 3).

2.7. Now one estimates the factor

Annales de /’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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LEMMA. - For any p _&#x3E;_ 1, E &#x3E; 0, there is a constant CE, p such that

Proof - First, from Holder’s inequality:

Then,

indeed,

[(i) from Hölder’s inequality, since 03A3 1 2 s2 ~ 1, because the variables
s z 1 2 S

 cr, are independent, and from Nelson’s "hypercontractivity"
inequality], then (2.7 3) follows easily because ~ ( . , = I A l2 and

Last,

Vol. 59, n° 2-1993.
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indeed

[(i) because the variables  0’, 1~) are independant, from Nelson’s

"hypercontractivity" inequality], one then deduces (2 . 7 . 4) using (2.6.1);
and obviously (2 . 7 .1 ) follows from (2 . 7 . 3) and (2 . 7 . 4) ..

2.8. An estimation of the right hand side of (2. 1 .9), after Holder’s

inequality, according to (2 . 4 .12), (2 . 5 . 1 ), (2 . 7 .1 ), (and of course

Ie - (i/2) (1m. a2) 03A3 |0394|- 103C3, lð.)2, - 1 gives

LEMMA. - If q E QA satisfies (2 . 1 1), then for an y E &#x3E; 0 there
exists a constant C£, (depending on the parameters N, p, and on the auxiliary
parameter oc, uniformly on any compact set in the domain defined by

I Arg u | 03C0 4,| Arg 03B103C1 | 03C0 2, and not depending on t, A, neither on m bounded
away from 0) ( 13), such that

In view to apply the theorem (A.0), one sets

one has

(13) Constants introduced in the proofs above have this property, so it will be for those

introduced afterwards.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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PROPOSITION. - Let !f = { ke; r &#x3E;_ 1, ð E A + ~ be a family of (almost all
vanishing) integers, and t E J , one supposes (2 . 1 . 1) is satisfied by t and

each q ~ 2 (k), [where 2 (k) is such that 03A0 03A0 (r0394)kr0394 = ¿ n D§A],
- 

then

I A, I is the length of any element of ó.r)’

Proof. - From (2. 8. 2)

where

Therefore, from (2.8.1), written down for Ei  E, one has

Vol. 59, n° 2-1993.
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then, on the one hand,

but, for any 03BE1 &#x3E; 0, r ~ C03BE1|0394r|-03BE1, (because = /o 2-r), thus

on the other hand, for r &#x3E;_ 1, hr,

so that

then, one chooses Ç2&#x3E;O, and sets (with b such that
oo

L P~= 1), one has
r= 1

so that

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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Then one obtains (2. 8. 3), by setting (2.8.7),
(2.8.8), (2.8.9) and (2.8.10) into (2 . 8 . 6)..

2.9. Now one wants to give a second estimate of

one starts with the formula (2.1.7), in which one forces the factors

( o, to "disappear" by iterated integrations by parts.
One uses the formula

One has obviously

therefore if Eg is a set containing, for each elements equal to
A, one obtains, from (2.1.7) and (2.9.1)

Vol. 59, n° 2-1993.
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[after integrations by parts have been done, one has "suppressed" the
complex multiplication on the variables orthogonal to the

~ ~ a, on which the integrand does not depend anymore].
An estimation of the right hand side of (2. 9. 3) gives

LEMMA. - Under the hypothesis of lemma (2. 8), one has

(where is the number of elements equal to 1B in X’ = 

Proof - First, according to (2 . 1. 2), (2 .1 . 8), if for e E n + (with
0) 3 E Ó. (0 is defined by the condition A c ~, one has

Therefore, from (2.1.4), for any family g of L2-functions,

where ge is the family {g, "’A}’
One introduces the families gh, (~ = {~A }~ e A)’ containing the elements

of g, and for each AeA, 2 he vectors equal to 
and for Y c Eq one denotes by Hqy the set of the which
the only non vanishing elements are, for each he and he which
satisfies

and

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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then, from (2. 9. 6),

with constants Ct (ll) satisfying 0~~(~)~1.
Then one computes the right hand side of (2 . 9 . 3), according to (2 . 9 . 7),

One estimates each (/; a) from (2 . 2 .1 ), (2 . 2 . 2), (2 . 3 . 1 ), (2 . 3 . 2), as

in (2 . 4), [with now the set of the vectors of the form 03A3-1/2m f,
Or l~le, (4 E A + ), (Ll E n)~,

and one easily deduces (2.9.4) from (2.9.3), (2.9.7), (2.9.9) and
(2.5.1). ’
Now one deduces from (2 . 9 . 4) the

Vol. 59, n° 2-1993.
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PROPOSITION. - With the hypothesis of proposition (2 . 8), one has

Proof. - According to (2 . 8 . 4), (2 . 8 . 5), (2.9.4) written down for
8~  E, and (2. 8. 7), one has

where Fk is a set containing k£ elements equal to {A, 
and kX’ r-0394 is the number of elements equal r }.

But 
-

and obviously

therefore

The last inequality coming from (2 . 6 .1 ); one obtains easily (2. 9. 10),
with £=£1 +Ç1 +Ç2’ be setting (2 . 9 . 12) in (2.9.11)..

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Physique xheorique
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2.10. Taking the geometric mean of (2.8.3) and (2.9.10) gives

then, according to the theorem (A . 0), one can state

THEOREM. - If I Arg p I  303C0 4, the functions ZN, (p); A,r (f) defined by

( 1 . 3 . 1) - where u is chosen so that ] Arg u 1 - . and ] Arg 03B103C1 1 -
4 2

- 

converge, (uniformly for p in any compact set), gls r 
-+ CIJ towards analytic

functions ZN, (03C1);  (f) which coninue, (@$ 03BB = 03C12 8), the functions defined

by (1 . 1 . 5).
Moreover, there exists a constant K, (depending on Nand 03C1-uniformly

on any compact set-but not depending on A), such that

3. BOREL SUMMABILITY FOR THE NON NORMALIZED
SCHWINGER FUNCTION

3.1. The aim of this chapter is to prove that the analytic functions
are of class C~° at ~=0, and that their Taylor series are

Borel-summable of level 1 in any direction, except that of the negative
real numbers.

This is an easy consequence of the

PROPOSITION. - The functions p H ZN, (p); A ( f j, analytic in

are of class at p = 0 (~~), and, for any 11 &#x3E;0, R&#x3E;0, there exists a

constant CR,11 such that, f 0 ~ I p I ~ R, and I Arg p I ~ 303C0 4 - TJ, one

e4) More precisely, their restriction to any sector { peC; is of class C°°
4

at p=0.
(15) The constants does not depend on n, A, f, N bounded, and m bounded away from 0;

this will be true throughout this chapter, if not otherwise stated.
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has for all n E N

3.2. In order to prove this proposition, one wants to show that the
successive derivatives of the functions p - ZN, (p); (/), defined by (2. 0. 6),
satisfy similar inequalities and converge uniformly for 0 ~ 

So one wants to give two estimates of

which are obtained by derivation with respect to p in the formulae (2 .1. 9)
and (2. 9. 8), respectively. From (2.1. 2) and (2.1. 8), one has

therefore, from (2 . 1. 4), with ~= {~ W A’ W A }, as in (2. 9),

Given k E N one sets (with
|k|: = 03A3 k0394); and for such that k0394 = 0 if A includes

AeA(t) 
-

stricly an element of A (t), one denotes by Hk t the set of the
of which the only non necessarily vanishing components

are, for he and ho which verify
and h= 03A3 

 

k03942 - 03A3 ^ 
h!:J."

Then, from (3 . 2. 2),
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where, as (2. 9), gh is the family containing g and, for each AeA, 2 he
functions equal to and 0  et (h)  1.

Therefore, from (2.1. 9), one has (16)

and from (2. 9. 8)

e 6) The lines 2, 3 and 4 of the right hand side in this formula, and also lines 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 in (3 . 2. 5), contribute to the estimate only through harmless constants to some power.
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The estimation of the right hand side of (3.2.4) and (3. 2. 5) uses the
inequalities (2.5.1), (2 . 7 .1 ), (2 . 9 . 9) and

and also the

LEMMA. - One has

Proof - One decomposes the sum in the left hand side of (3.2.7) as
the sum of the terms in each of which the set of values taken by the A~’s
is fixed, (there are at most such terms); let T be one of these terms,
for which the non vanishing values taken by the are p numbers

(0~p~k 2), A;i, ..., kp~2, with sum 03A3 ki = k1 ~ k, and times

the number 1, one has
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because T is the sub-sum of "non coinciding points" of the right hand
side, but

since [ A ~[ Ao r å r = A [, and on the other and

Then, from (3.2.4), one has

and, from (3.2.5),

One achieves the proof by the substitution of the inequalities (3.2.8),
(3 . 2 . 9) to the inequalities (2.8.1), (2. 9. 4) respectively, in the proof of
theorem (2 . 9) ..
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3 . 3. As an immediate consequence of proposition (3 . .1 ), one has

THEOREM. - The function À H ZN, ~; ~ ( f’), analytic in

are of class Coo at Å = 0 in any sector

their Taylor series at A = 0 are Borel-summable of level 1 in all directions

except that of negative real numbers (17), each function being of course the
Borel-sum of its series; more precisely, for any 11 &#x3E; 0, R &#x3E; 0, there exists a

constant such that, @$ 0 ~ ] X I ~ R and I Arg. X |~ 3 03C0 2 - ~, for any n EN,
one has

Proof - To deduce (3 . 3 .1 ) from (3.1.1), it suffices to remark that
the derivatives of odd order of the function p- Z~q, ~~~. ~ (f) vanish at
p=0, (indeed one can change p into - p in (1.3.1), since the measure v
is even); for if 1~1~2n + I ) (0) = 0, ~ (z) = W (, Jz), one has, recursively on n,

from which one deduces

and particularly

4. CONTINUATION OF THE SCHWINGER FUNCTION 

4. 0. In this chapter, one shows the existence of the limits, as A ~ R,
for the functions defined by ( 1.1. 6), now valid for

e 7) Their Borel-transform of level 1 is therefore analytic and exponentially bounded of
order 1 in the cut plane.
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I Arg 03BB|  2014, when the denominator does not vanish. For this purpose,
one uses the general method of "cluster expansion" of Glimm-Jaffe-

Spencer (1 g), the main features of which are recalled briefly in

appendix B (19). The first step is the construction, for each function

(A 1---+ ZN, À; A ( f’)) E of an extension ((A, s) H ZN, Â; ~; ~ s (,f ~) E 
such that ZN, Â; A; 1~ (/) = ZN, a,; n (f), and to which the theorems (B. 3) and
(B. 4) can be applied.

These functions themselves are obtained as limits, as of the
functions Z~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (/) which one introduces now.

First, if for p, and s e So, H (s ( ~3; Õl’ b2) is the coefficient denoted
H(2) (s I ~i; Õ1’ Õ2) in appendix C, one has

Next, there exists a constant (20) C, such that, if and X E #, one
has

where d is the distance over R, indeed, from (2.0.2), with 03B4o0394, one
has ~M~ ~ but there exists a constant c such that

1t

if 1, therefore

Last, if is the operator of multiplication by 1 s, (õ 
for and s E So, one defines Ar; (o) e L (L2 (R)) by

so that, from (C .1. 7), At = Ar;1~ (0’); the series is convergent
from (4 . 0 . 1 ), (4 . 0 . 3) and the definitions (2 . 0 . 3), (2 . 0 . 4); the

One of the aims of this paper being to prepare an analogous analysis in higher
dimension, one does not try to use some method too much particular to the dimension d = 1.
e9) One uses the appendix B with the identification j/’ = each element of W being

the common end of some adjacent segments of D0; one refers to appendix B for the notations.
This constant is independent of m bounded from below; one chooses lo so that

(21) Ko is the modified Bessel function of the second kind; the inequality is classical, it is
also an easy consequence of the representation (4.2 . 3) below.
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operator At; s (03C3) is real and self-adjoint, due to (4.0.2). Then one
supposes that the family f= 1  j  N, 1 is such that
each function £§ 1/2 £; j’ hal its support included is some segment of
!/)0(22), one sets f = {f~f; supp. 03A3-1/2m f~ }, and one defines

(p); t; s ( fl == p2/8; t; s (f) by the substitution of («) to At (cr) and of
f~ to /(~ ~) in (2 . 0 . 6)I the analog of (2.1.6) is 

- -

ZN, (p);!; s (f~ ? 1O.T

where Rr; S ~6) and @ s; 0’) are defined by substitution in (2 . 1 2) and
(2 .1. 4) . 

4.1. The existence of the limits

are proved by the following adaptation of the argument of chapter 2.
First, from (4.0.4), and owing to (4.0.2), for A eA+, the analogue of

formula (2.1. 5) is

where is determined by .ð. 0 :::) ~, and g~~° õ’, s} = { g, M }.
therefore if, given q E QA and b’, ~ E (25), one denotes by s’° s~ the

(~~) This condition allows to verify the condition L . (i) of the definition (B . 4); see

remark (1).
e3) This convention is introduced to verify the condition L . (iii) of (B . 4), with, for

~z z (q»’ the set 2~ of segments of !Ø 0 which contain the support of at least one functionof ~ it does not change the value of the limit as A - R.
e4) Where now, according to the hypothesis done on f,

~2s) As in (2 . 9), E~ is the set containing, for each elements equal to A.
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family of L 2-functions containing g and, for each the functions
Mse and M0394 0394, the formula analogous to (2 . 1 . 9) .becomes

In the same way, the analogous (2.9.6) can be written

then, and s ~ + E one denotes by + the family
of L 2-functions containing g and, for each å E Eh, the functions and

Mso one obtains for the formula analogous- to (2. 9. 8),
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The proof of (4 .1.1 ), (4 .1. 2) (26), rests mainly on the following inequal-
ity, analogous to (2 . 4 .1 ) and (2 . 9 . 9), to be proved in paragraph (4 . 2),

LEMMA. - If, as in lemma (2 . 4), q E QA and t ~ J  verify (2 . 1.1), one
has

One also needs

analogous to (2 . 5.1 ), with the same condition, and easily deduced from
(4.0.3).

4.2. The proof of (4. 1. 7) mimics that of lemma (2.4), according to
the inequalities (4 . 2 .1 ) and (4 . 2 . 8) below. First, the analog of lemma
(2. 3) is

LEMMA. - Given ~={~}Ae~ 8e~, ~~~={g~L~}~~~ a family
such that each function gj has its support included in some segment of D0,
one has

e6) One does not give more details, since this proof is a particular case of that of
paragraphs (4.3), (4.4).
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where

Proof. - As MoY1 M~=0 if one has

then, from (2.4.2) and (4.0. 3),

from what one deduces (4 . 2 .1 ) since, on the one hand

and, on the other hand,

and

Next

LEMMA. - ð, do be segments then

for any E &#x3E; 0, there exists a constant CE such that, for any r &#x3E;_ 1,

¿ I (Mö Ms W~) I ~ CE I ~1 1(1-£) e-m ~d [~, ö]+d sl&#x3E;, (4 . 2 . 2)
e E Dr; 0394 ~ 03940
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one deduces from [7], (3.53), the representation

indeed, ( - D2 + m2 ) -1~2 is the operator of convolution by  Ko (~.), and
7T

( - D2 + m2 ) -1 the operator of convolution by 1 e-m|.|. Therefore one
2 m

has first

indeed, for xe8,

but if d[A°, S~ &#x3E;0, one has 1, and one deduces easily from

Next

indeed,

therefore

with
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then, one deduces (4 . 2 . 5) from the estimate

Now, with the hypothesis of the lemma,

(ii) if ~[P,S]&#x3E;0 and ~[Ao,5]=0, with an obvious adaptation of

(2.4. 5),

the last inequality comes from (2.4.5) and the inequality

(iv) if ~[P, 8]==0 and d[Ao, 8]=0, due to the equivalence of the norms
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over the space (I  p  oo ) (~~),

the last inequality is deduced from (2 . 4 . 5), and it suffices to choose p
such 

P
One deduces elementarily from (4.2.2) the inequality analogous to

(2.4.8), that is

COROLLARY.

4 . 3. Now, with the notations of appendix B, let, for =&#x3E; &#x3E; 

&#x3E;
and for r~0, (a~ = I); then, if verfies

b e r

(2 . 1. 1 ), one deduces from (4.0.4), taking (4 . 0 . 2) into account

and therefore

where ~ (r) is the set of partitions of r; 0 1; and sl, 02]
contains g, and, for each C E P, Ms~ ’" Â~ and Ms~ "’~. Then one has

(2’) See for example [16], theorem 2.5.6.
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LEMMA. - For any K &#x3E; 0, one has, provided m is sufficiently large, (with
C not depending on K),

f e oun on g sl, ô2], with g = - + , given by

(4. .1. 7), depends on â* only through 03940* E and therefore can be
factorized; so, given 03B2 E one has

[(i) from (3.2.6); from (3 . 2 . 7), with A (t) r = { â E A CD; A c in

place To achieve the proof, one bounds a~ H (s õ~, ÕE) accord-
ing to (C . 2 . 5); one notes that, for P, one has

~[P, 6] = lo (d(@, 8)- 1), so that, for any given r, if m is sufficiently large,
one has (2 8)

therefore, if one choses T, and accordingly m, sufficiently large, one can
conclude using (C . 3 .1 ), (C . 3 . 3) with v = 3/2, and taking into account
(4 . 1 . 8)..

4. 4. To compute the derivatives D1A) ar ZN, (p); t; s ( f’), one applies
-

ar to the expressions (4 .1 . 4), and (4 . 1 . b). One obtains

(28) The factor m-1~4 is used to control the terms where d ( p, ö) =1.
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LEMMA. - For any K2 &#x3E; 0, one has (29), if m is sufficiently large,

and

Proof. - One applies or under the integral sign in the formulas (4 .1. 4)
and (4.1.6); one estimates the derivatives with respect to s of the different
factors by means of (4 . 3 . 3) and (C. 3.4), with r chosen sufficiently large
and m such that (4. 3. 3) is satisfied; one concludes, taking (2 . 7 , I) into
account. N

One completes the argument as in chapter 2, with the inequalities
(4 . 4 .1 ) and (4 . 4 . 2) in place of (2 . 8 .1 ) and (2 . 9 . 4) respectively, one
obtains from the theorem (A. 0)

PROPOSITION. - The function ZN, (p); A, r; and their derivatives

converge, uniformly for s E So, as r -+ ~, to functions
~~ ~ (V) and their derivatives, which satisfy

where K2 can be supposed arbitrarily large, provided m is large enough.

4 . 5. The application of the theorems (B. 3) to (A; s) ~ (p); A; S (Q~)
and (B. 4) to (A; s) )2014~ ZN, ~~ ~ ( fl requires to check that these functions
verify P-i to P-vi, and L-i to L-iv, respectively.

For sufficiently large m, P-v and L-iv come simply from the inequality
(4 . 4 . 4); next p - ZN, (p); oo; o (0), which does not depend on .ð.o E is

(29) With the hypothesis of lemmas (2 . 8) and (2 . 9).
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continuous in Arg p~2014 "~}. for any ~&#x3E;0, and equas 1 for

p=0, therefore given Ko&#x3E;0, for each 11 &#x3E; 0, there exists R§ &#x3E; 0 (30), such

that P-iv is satisfied whenever Arg _ 3 ~ and I p I ;£ R~; the other

conditions are easily checked on the function (A; s) - ZN, (p); A, ~; ~ (/~)? and
then transferred to the functions of interest, due to the uniformity of the
convergence as r - oo; in particular, the decoupling at s = ©, (conditions
P-i and L-i ), comes from the fact that, under the hypothesis of the
definition (B . 2), the corresponding resolvent factorizes:

and the variables  0", 10 )’s which appear in different factors are mutually
independent; and the regularity at infinity, (conditions P-ii and L-it), is
deduced from the lemma (~ . 2j by means of Lebesgue’s dominated conver-
gence theorem.

Therefore, one has, (with X = p2/8),

THEOREM . - Given m &#x3E; 0, for any 11 &#x3E; 0, there exists Rll &#x3E; 0 such that,

i Arg X _ 3 ~ - 11, I À  (and i lo is sufficiently large), the functions

X - SN, Â; A ( f j : = ZN, Â; A Â; A (0) are well defined (31), and converge,
as A - R, to functions SN, Â (f), analytic in ~, and continuous at ~, = 0, which
continue the functions defined by (1 .1 .7); moreover (~ 2j

Indeed, for m sufficiently large, this statement is only a paraphrase of
the previous analysis; one suppresses the restriction over m by a classical
scaling argument [4], that is, one remarks that, for ~ &#x3E; 0,

(3°) This constant is independent of m bounded from below.
(31) That means that the denominator does not vanish.
(32) With a possible change, [depending uniformly on (m, A) in any compact set], of the

constant which appears in the definition of J~ (f). 
’

One can also derive from (B . 5 . 3) cluster properties for the "truncated" Schwinger
functions.
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5. BOREL SUMMABILITY
FOR THE SCHWINGER FUNCTIONS SN, Ä ( f )

5. ©. The functions (A; s) H - do not decouple at
~P 

", ’

s = 0 (33), first one decomposes each of them as a sum of functions which
decouple.

so that, if t E 3 A’ A=; s (0-) = A!; ~; lAO (0-); one notes ZN, (p); t; ~; ~, the
functions obtained by substituiion°of to At; s, and 

(n E N, 1, ..., n ~), one sets 
" ’ ~ ~ -

then one has (34)

v

5.1. One computes the expressions similar to (3 . 2 . 4), (3 . 2 . 5) (3 s)

(33) See the definition (B. 2) and the conditions P-i and L-i.
e4) One notes that (03C1); t; s (f) = 0, if 03B2(en) ~ Ao.

In this formula, the lines 2, 3, 4 of the right hand side - and in the subsequent
formula the lines 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 - are harmless.
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5.2. One computes the derivatives ( n .. t. S (f), and an

estimation similar to that of lemma (4 . 4), gives, under the same hypothesis,

and

Then, by substitution of (5 . 2 .1 ), (5 . 2 . 2) to (2 . 8 . 1 ), (2 . 9 . 4) in the proof
of chapter 2, one deduces

PROPOSITION. - For all n E N, the functions zl! N, (p); A, r; S (,f ~ and
their derivatives ar S (f ) converge, unformly with respect to s E So
and to p in any compact set, as r -+ 00 towards functions Z- N. (p); A; and
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their derivatives, which veri, f ’y

with K2 arbitrarily large if m is large enough; moreover, from (5 . 0 . 3),

5.3. Now, for neN, one sets ~=={0, 1, ..., n), and for 

P E one denotes by the restriction of @ to v n en ; let

and, with ~ (en ) the set of partitions of en ,

One now gives two estimates of S~ . S (.f’}:

where Ef is the set of segments which contain the support of at least
one function and D is defined by (B. 5 .1 ).

Proo, f : - Due to the proposition (5 . 2), one can apply the theorem
(B.5) to the of functions linked to the

partition function ZN, (p); .; . (0), (if p is small enough so that the condi-
tion P-iv is verified ); here, the of the theorem (B . 5) is
given by ( 1 c~ ~ n) . 

_ _

(3b) note (3z).
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One deduces (5 . 3 . 4) from (B . 5 . 3) and (5 . 2 . 3), by means of the
inequality

proved by recurrence over n.

LEMMA. - With the hypothesis of the preceding lemma,

Proof - For 6 E £D§ and z E C!Øo, following an idea of Spencer [ 14], one
sets

so that, from (5 . 0 . 2), for 8e~, and w c v,

therefore, for n E N, one has from (5.3.1), (5.3.2),

(the right hand side of (5 . 3 . 8) is meaningful, since

so that YN, (p); A; s ~ ~ 0, for  in some neighbourhood of - 0).
Now, if for 6 E .@~, y E Q (v), one sets

one can choose the constant 03BE sufficiently small so that, if I z)’ I ~ R03B4(03B3),
(y E - Õ (v)), the function Y03B4 N, (03C1); . ; . w is a partition function - definition

(B . 3) - to which each function Zl! N. (p); . ; . ( fl is linked - definition (B .4) - ,
provided m is sufficiently large. 

’ 

Indeed, first, each function Z03B1 N, 
.. 

(0), Dw0), is linked to

(p);.;. ( 0) , and one I ~z! I z ( ~ ~4~ ( , therefore, from (5.2.3) and
(B . 4. 2),
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thus, from (5. 3 . 6),

the last inequality if I ~ R!(y), (and ~ sufficiently small ), then, as

ZN,.(p}; y; o (0) satisfies P-iv, (written for K~ &#x3E; Ko), one has

and the function Y- jz] verifies P-iv.
The other conditions P and L are easily checked.
Then, one deduces from (5 . 2 . 3) and (B . 4 . 2), for 03B2 E Den0, v c e", if

-

(because

and one deduces (5.3.5) from (5.3.8), (5 . 3 . 9), (5 . 3 .10) and

(5.3.11)..

5 . 4. Taking the geometric mean of (5 . 3 . 4) and (5.3.5), one obtains

but, according to [2], there exists a constant C~ such that

therefore, from (5 . 3 . 3) and (5 . 4 .1 ),
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Now, according to the theorem (B. 4), each function 

ges, as A --+ R, uniformly for p in any compact set, therefore, from (5.3.2)

and (5.3.3), dn d03C1* SN (p). A (/). converges, uniformly for p in any compact
set, to the derivative (p) if), and, from (5.4.3),

Therefore, with a proof similar to that of theorem (3 . 3), one has

THEOREM. - The functions SN, ~, ( f ~, analytic in the domain described in
the theorem (4 . 5), are of class Coo at ~, = 0 in any sector

their Taylor series are Borel-summable of level 1 in all directions except
that of negative real numbers, and, for any 11 &#x3E; 0, there exists RT} &#x3E; 0, Cll &#x3E; 0,

such that, if |Arg03BB| ~ 3 03C0 2 - ~, |03BB| ~ R~, then

COROLLARY. - The Borel transform of level 1 of À H SN, Â (f) is analytic
and exponentially bounded of order 1 (uniformly in any sector

I Arg z |~ 03C0 - ~), in a cut plane C"J - 00, - for N = 1 ,

is the Lipatov singularity, [~ 5].

A. The phase-space expansion

One just summarises, in a "model independent" version, the main result
of the so called "phase-space expansion" (37).

e7) This method, introduced in [5], has been used in one or an other form by different
authors: see for example [9]. Unfortunately there does not exist any written version to which

one can refer precisely.
One omits the proofs, which are more or less directly derived from the litterature; (they

are available as preprint).
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A. 0. Let E be an euclidean space of dimension d, one denotes by ~o
the set of cells of a cubic lattice of spacing lo, and, for r &#x3E;_ 1, by ~r the set
of cells of the lattice of spacing obtained by subdivision of 
(v is a fixed integer); one sets

For A E EØ, I A stands for the volume of A, (so that |0394| = 10, if A E 
and, A the unique element such that Ac A.

If A ’is a finite union of cells of ~o~ one sets A},
(r E N), and defines A, A+, Ar, A~, in the same way as above.
One sets ig : = [0, 1]A+, (~1), and ~:= U ~~[0, 1 ]4 + (3s);

for one denotes by c 11 the family defined by

then A (0 is a family of pairwise disjoint cells, the union of which covers A.

One the other hand, one sets D~=2014, and, for 
e 

One has

THEOREM. - Let F : ( U J ) ~ C a function, the restriction of which
o

to each J ~ is of class one supposes that there exist constants Co, C,
j3, 03B3 and ~ &#x3E; 0, such that, if t E and q E Q (k) verify to =1 and qo = 0, _ for
any A E Ó+ which includes strictly some element of A (t) (39), one has 

’

e8) One imbeds naturally ig in [0, 1]~+, (te = 0 s &#x3E; r).
(~~) This condition is a restriction on the hypothesis: it suffices to check (A. 0 . 3), only in

this case.
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(i ) there exists a constant K, such that, for any A c n E N,

where is the indicatrix function of A + , and I A the volume of A;
(ii) for each the sequence ~ ~ ( 1 ~ +) is convergent; moreover,

if a family of functions satisfies (A. 0 3) uniformly, then the sequences
{ ( 1 n +) are uniformly bounded and converge uni, formly.

B. Summary (4°) of the "cluster expansion" of Glimm-Jaffe-Spencer

Let B and 1/ be respectively the (countable) set of the lines and the set
of the vertices of a connected graph (41 ) which has the following properties
- each line has distincts ends,
- there is at most I line between two (distinct) vertices,
- each vertex a E 1/ is the end of at most ro distinct lines.

B . 1. One denotes by L the set of the parts of by L0 the set of the
finite parts, and by L 1 the set of the parts which are either finite or of
finite complement.
One says that a subset S* of S = [0, 1]~ is stable f (42).
(i ) S* contains the constant functions 0 and 1,
(ii) if tES are such that there exists so that 1 r. t =1 r, s,

then tES*, (r’ is the complement and l r is the indicatrix function
of r). One notes that, if S* is stable, and if se S*, then 1 r s and 1 rl s
belong to S~, for any r E 

Let be some stable subset, for any b E Gf, one defines

~~b~ : CS* - CS* by

(40) This theory appears first in [4]; the paragraph (B. 5) comes from [3]; one can find a
"model independent" version (with minor changes, and some oddities), and the proofs
collected in [ 11 ], appendix A.

(41) In the usual situation - which is also that of this paper - there is given some cubic
lattice ~o in Rd, ~o and f!4 is the set of common faces of two adjacent cubes. Here
one choses this more abstract presentation, having in mind situations where, (as in

appendix A), there is given a family ~ of lattices, with then Y = ~, ~ containing bounds
between adjacent cubes of the same size, but also between A and A.

(42) See note (44) below.
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DEFINITION. - One says that (where S* is stable), is regular at
infinity if

B . 2. Let ~’ be the set of the parts of 1/, and (~’on~), the set of the
finite parts, (of the parts with n elements).
For one denotes by X- (X + ~L) the set of the lines of B of

which the two ends, (respectively at least one end ), belong to X.
If and rew one says that X is r-connected if the subgraph

(X, r n X _ ) is connected, X is said to be connected if it is B-connected,
[i. e. if (X, X_) is connected].

DEFINITION. - One says that F E (where S* is stable), decouples
at s=O f, for any A and any finite 
of 1/ such that each connected component of (1/, r) is included in one of
the (Xi, Xi _ ), one has

B . 3. Let S* c S be some stable subset, one sets

DEFINITION. - One says that is a partition function if
P-i Z decouples at s = 0, .

P-ii for any A Z (A, . ) E CS* is regular at infinity,
P-iii for any s E S*, Z (0, s) = 1,
P-iv there exists a constant Ko &#x3E;_ 0 such that Z (A, 0) &#x3E;__ e - Ko, for any

A E ig~ ~,
P-v there exist constants K1 ~ 0, K2 &#x3E;_ 2 (Ko + K1 + 3 such that

(B.3. 1)

P-vi for any A there exists a~ &#x3E; 0 such that Z (A, s) I  aA, (s E S,~).
THEOREM. - Let Z E C~ 0 x s* be a partition function, then

B . 4. Given a partition function Z E C~ 0 x ~*, one sets

DEFINITION. - One says that a function Z E C~ 0 x S* is linked to Z if
L-i F decouples at s = 0,
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L-ii for any A F (A, . ) E CS* is regular at infinity,
L-iii there exists E such that F (A, s) = Z (A, s), (s E S*), if

A n I Z 
= 0,

L-iv there exist constants C&#x3E;O, K 1 &#x3E;_ 0, K2 &#x3E;_ 2 1 + 3 ro) , such
that

and (B. 3 1) are simultaneously verified.
One has

THEOREM. - Let Z be a partition function, and F a function linked to Z,
then

(i ) one has

respect to S E S*.
Moreover, I is a family of partition functions, and if, for each

i E I, F~ is a function linked to Zi, such that P-iv, P-v, L-iv are verfied with
constants independent of i E I, and that there exists such that

Zi 
C X, for all i E I, then the convergence is uni, f ’orm with respect to i E I.

B. 5. One supposes that is given a family { Yj ~ X0 }1 ~ j ~ n, one sets

X is "connected mod.

where X is "connected means that, for any decomposi-
tion of X into two nonempty unions of connected parts,
there exists some j ~ {1, ..., n} such that Yj n X1 ~ ~ and Yj n X2 # 0;
(if the Y~’s are connected, then X is connected).
On the other hand, let be a partition function, and, for each

u c en : = { 1, ..., n }, let Fu be a function linked to Z, such that

One sets, for each Su :=Fu Z, and
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is the set of partitions of en. Then

THEOREM. - With the hypothesis above, one has for any A s E S*,

[where Cu is the constant which occurs in (B. 4 1), written down for F u].

C. The coefficients (s a; ~1’ ..., @~)

C. 1. One now introduces some natural coefficients (43) which can be

helpfull in concrete applications of the theory summarized in appendix B,
(one uses the notations of B).

First, for r and s E S, one sets

Next, for a, P and r E, one denotes by ir (a, P) the set of the
which are r-connected and contain a and ~3; then, according to

([4],p.219), one so that, if
T&#x3E;2 log ~o, the series

is convergent, (of course Gr (a, ~3) = 0 if ir (a, ~) = 0); one notes

G ~): = G~ ~).
Then one defines

then, for each integer k,

(43) The useful fact is the existence of coefficients having the suitable properties, not theparticular realization.
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and last

One has

C . 2. First one has

LEMMA. - For any oc, 03B2j~ 1/, the function s H (s a; 03B21, ..., 03B2k),
(s E So), is regular at infinity ~441.

P~oof. - From [ 11 ], lemma (B .1 ), i1 with 7

some bounded function defined on then f is regular at infinity if and
only if

Therefore the lemma rests on the fact that ~

since the series (C. 1.2) is convergent.
Next, for r one defines x ~ -. N by

with dr (a, fi) : = + oo , if the set of the right hand side is empty; one notes
then, for and one sets

is connected}, (C . 2 . 2)

and, for 

if r ~ 0; D (a, 0): = 0; (C . 2 . 3)
b e r

and on the other hand, for 

r44~ This property fails if one replaces So by S; here is the main reason to introduce stable
subsets of S.
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THEOREM. - There exists a constant M such that, if 11’, 11" &#x3E; 0 and
z &#x3E;_ ’to&#x3E; 11’ + 11" + 2 log ro, one has for any C E a, E V,

I ~~ (s ( ..., I ~

Proof - From [11], lemma (B. 2), are k bounded
k

functions defined on L, if 0393 = 03A0 (j)0393, and and
j=i r e w

/(~)= ~ one has, for 

~ - 1

where the sum over the C ’s contains ~2k -1)~ ~ ~ terms ~45).
_ _ _ _, ., . _ r, .. _ ~ . _ . ~ __ _ _ __

r 13 C~, one has

then if X E ir (a, is such that X _ , 0), let b E for

any containing b, one has f3j) if and only if
X E ~’rB{BB~ b } ~ (a, ~3~); therefore the term corresponding to X either does
not appear in fij) neither in &#x3E; (U, it appears in

both, with opposite signs; in all cases it disappears in ( 1 r) which
consequently is a sum of terms of the form where X _ ~ C~.

k

Let Pj) be such that X~._ ~C~ and X = U X~.; then X_ =~C,
j=i

X is connected, since the X,’s are connected and contain a, and
k k

Z (X~~-1= ~ I Xj"’{ rL} I = I X"’{ rL} I = I X 1-1; therefore one has
j=1 j= 1

(45) The C~’s are not pairwise disjoint.
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Therefore, from (C. 2 . 6), (C. 2 . 7), and due to ~ Ar (s) _ 1, one
r~c

obtains

with

then the sum contains less than 2k I C terms, one has
’ 

j=1 i

last, from (C.2.1), G (a, ~i~) &#x3E;_ e - ~d ~°‘’ ~~~, therefore one deduces (C.2.5)
from (C . 2 . 8)..

C . 3. The factor of (C . 2 . 5) is used to give a "small" factor,
the factor e -’’’L ~c~ to sum over partitions, and the factor C) to

dominate factorials, according to the following propositions.

PROPOSITION 1 (46). - There exists a constant K such that, for any

where ~ (r) is the set of partitions of r.

Next, for each integer p, one has

indeed, let C c r be such that L (C) =p, there exists some connected X 
such that and C c X _ and there exists 03B4 ~ V, one end of some
line of r, such that Õ eX; but there are at most 2 r elements of f which
are one end of some line of r, given 5 one of these points, there are at
most ro (p + 1) connected sets X such that X I =p+ 1 and 03B4 E X, and last,
for such an X, so ~2’-o~B

Then, from (C. 3 . 2), if 11’ is sufficiently large,

(46) This proposition is sketched from [4], proposition (8. 2).
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PROPOSITION 2 (4’). - Given v &#x3E; 0, if 11" &#x3E; (v + 1 ) log ro (48), there exists
a constant K such that, for any r E l0 and P (r), one has

Proof. - One has

with

sup

and therefore

Then, first, from (C . 2 . 3), D(y, C) &#x3E;_ D ~y, ~ b ~ ), for all b E C; but for

Next, let E &#x3E; 0 be such that given 
and fi E r, one can suppose that E a -1 1 (Ø) &#x3E;_ 1, [otherwise
~ (P, a, P)~s’~:~~ ], and one denotes by n the largest integer such
that rn0 ~ E (03B2)|, so that, on the one hand,

and on the other hand, one has

(47) This proposition is an adaptation of [4], lemma 10.2.
(48) In many usual cases, D(y, D(y, {b})=p} are poly-

nomialy bounded with respect to p, (in place of the general exponential bounds used here),
then it suffices to suppose 11" &#x3E; 0.
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One of the useful consequences is

COROLLARY. - For any K &#x3E; 0, one has for sufficiently large 1 (49),
n

for any n E N, and oci, ( 1 _ i  n, 1 _ j _ k) .
Proof - One has

where I (P, en) is the set of the injections of P into en = { 1, ..., n ~; but
if, for n (y) : = I one has, for 

I { o E I (P, (C) - õC, (C E P) ~ ~ I

therefore

and one deduces (C. 3.4) from (C. 2.5), (C. 3.1) and (C. 3.3).
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